HYCOTE PLASTIC PRIMER

- Promotes optimum adhesion to plastic surfaces.
- Eliminates the need for specialised pre-treatments.
- Also suitable for non ferrous metals.
- Particularly recommended for use prior to the application of cellulose paint.

Available as a 400ml spray in: White (FP20013) and Grey (FP20014).

HYCOTE ACRYLIC PRIMER

- Provides a durable finish with enhanced covering power.
- Suitable for plastic and metallic surfaces and for cellulose and acrylic paintwork.
- Conceals minor scratches or imperfections.
- Can be sprayed directly on to many rigid plastic surfaces without special pre-treatment.

Available as a 150ml spray in: White (FP20007), Red Oxide (FP20006) and Grey (FP20015).

HYCOTE DOUBLE CONCENTRATED

- Resists extreme temperatures (450°C - 650°C).
- Fast drying, rust inhibiting acrylic paint.
- The double acrylic colour uses a solvent propellant allowing a high solid content, this provides excellent coverage and a fast drying high gloss finish.

Available as a 150ml spray in: Matt Black (FS10008), Gloss White (FS10044), Gloss Black (FS10048), Satin Black (FS10142), Aluminium (FS10049), Regatta Blue (FS10075), Brazil Brown (FS10064), Russet Brown (FS10062), Cashmere Gold (FS10051), Brooklands Green (FS10057), Coral Beige (FS10036), Graphite Grey (FS10045), Ivory (FS10061), Nissan Red (FS10067), Signal Yellow (FS10059) and Silver Leaf (FS10050).

DIRTY DOWN

Developed for use in films, TV and theatre on fabrics but can also be used to age elements in model making. Dirty Down Ageing Sprays are translucent, water soluble dyes. Spray them onto a surface and they do not cover like paint, you can still see the surface underneath.

Apply them to most fabrics, glass, mirrors, leather, timber, furniture, paper, card, metal, painted surfaces, plaster, brickwork, stone, plastics and more. The more coats applied, the darker the colour gets, and more resistant it becomes.

Available as a 400ml spray in: Dark brown (FT20404), Mid brown (FT20405), Ash blonde (FT20406) and Rust (FT20407).
BELTON MOLOTOW SPAY PAINT

A range of spray paints of exceptional quality with a range of colours. Belton Molotow is the leading spray paint used by artists the world over.

- Huge range of vibrant colours.
- Low pressure allowing greater control.
- No drips, even coat.
- Fade resistant.
- Covers any surface: wood, metal, concrete, glass, etc.
- Lead free, better for the environment.

MARABU BUNTLACK

- Marabu Buntlack spray paint has superb coverage. Easy to apply for fast even colouring.
- Touch dry within about 10 minutes and once dry wipe proof and weatherproof.
- Adheres to board, cardboard, plastic, wood, polystyrene, glass, stone, metal, pottery, wickerwork and many other dry natural materials.
- Contains no CFCs and is suitable for use on polystyrene.
- For interior and exterior use, weather resistant when well adhered.

Available as a 400ml spray in: Black (FS10273), Grey (FS10278) and White (FS10270).

DO-IT SPAY PAINT

A bright, colourful spray for hobbies and DIY.

- Dries quickly and is wipe-proof and weatherproof when well adhered.
- Provides good opacity, good light fastness and very good application.
- Suitable for spraying many materials, eg board, wood, plastic, polystyrene, glass, stone, metal, pottery, wickerwork and dry, natural materials.
- The whole range is suitable for use on polystyrene, apart from Do-it gloss and high gloss sprays

Available as a 150ml spray in a wide range of colours.

HUMBROL ENAMEL TINLETS

Suitable for model making, general art & craft work, war gaming and etc.

- Gives a superb, smooth and even.
- Suitable for most surfaces including rigid polystyrene, wood, metal, china, glass and ceramics.
- Suitable for airbrush application (may need thinning).
- Available in gloss, matt, satin and metallic finishes.

Available in 14ml tinlets in a wide range of colours.
HUMBROL SPRAY ACRYLIC

Suitable for plastic kits, polycarbonate, wood & metal, indoor/outdoor use

- Solvent-based, fast dry paint developed for use on plastic model kits but which can also be used on other substrates.
- Can be used on a wide range of surfaces including most plastics, wood, glass, ceramics, metal, cardboard, sealed plaster, sealed hardboard, and also most applications in general DIY and automotive (always check on a small test area to check suitability).
- Paint is permanent once dry.

Available as a 150ml spray in: Black (FS11003), White (FS11004), Light Grey (FS11007), Gun Metal (FS11006), Fluorescent Pink (FS50202), Fluorescent Yellow (FS50204).

CITADEL ACRYLIC PAINT

Citadel Colours are used by many award-winning painters whose works adorn the pages of hobby and modelling magazines the world over.

Citadel Colour paints are non-toxic, water-based acrylic paints specially formulated to cover Citadel miniatures. These properties mean that you don't need any harsh cleaners or thinners for your paints -- water is all you'll need. The Citadel Colours have been crafted so that they are ideal for highlighting and shading miniatures, as the range includes lighter and darker shades of pretty much all the colours.

We stock three types of Citadel brush on paint:

- Foundation - designed to provide great coverage, creating a solid block of colour with one application over any undercoat.
- Colour paint - formulated especially for painting plastic and metal models.
- Colour wash - unique flow properties which means they are easy to control and will naturally run into recesses, shading your models.

You can give your models added depth with ease, since each basecoat colour has a shading color and a highlight colour associated with it.

For example, if you want a strong green, you could use Goblin Green highlighted with Scorpion Green and shaded with Snot Green.

Available in 12ml pots in a wide range of colours.

CITADEL SPRAY PAINT

Matt finish. Designed by Games Workshop as a base for figures, over which the detail can then be painted.

Caliban green is ideal for use on base boards before adding landscaping scatter materials.

Available as a 230ml spot in: Mephiston red (FS10315), Caliban green (FS10317), Zandri dust brown (FS10320), Leadbelcher grey (FS10324) and Mechanicus standard grey (FS10326).
PLASTIKOTE BRILLIANT METALLIC

- Plastikote Brilliant Metallic produces an ultra modern, reflective metallic finish on virtually any surface.
- Ideal for ceramic, china, glass, metal, papier mache, stone, terracotta, wicker and wood
- Touch dry within about 20 minutes, thoroughly dry in 1 hour.
- Coverage: approximately 1.5m² per can
- Recoat after 30 mins

Available as a 400ml spray in: Brilliant Metal Silver (FS50028) and Brilliant Metal Gold (FS50027).

PLASTIKOTE FAST DRY ENAMEL

- Non-fading, long lasting paint which is safe to use on children's toys and furniture.
- For use on Wood, Plastic, Metal, Ceramic, Glass, Wicker, Cardboard, Paper.
- Allow 10 minutes between coats, touch dry in 45 mins, thoroughly dry in 3hrs.
- Coverage: approximately 1.2m² per can.
- Recoat within 1 hour or after 24 hours.

Available as a 100ml spray in: Brass (FS30021), Chrome (FS30023), Copper (FS30039).

TEMPERA POWDER

- Tempera powder is soft to the touch and it retains its soft, smooth qualities when it becomes paint.
- When mixed with a medium, tempera paint has a thin consistency.
- Just add water to powder and stir to a creamy consistency and then dilute as required. To achieve the consistency of ready-mixed paint use approximately two measures of powder to one of water.
- Colours can be mixed together to produce other colours (usual colour rules apply).
- Tempera dries quickly. Unlike oil paint, its successor, tempera paint does not fade, darken or discolour over time, in fact, tempera paints tend to intensify in colour.
- Tempera accommodates virtually any artistic style or painting technique.
- After tempera dries, it is often treated with a varnish.
- Tempera can be used to colour sand, ground olive stones to make chalk (mixing with Plaster of Paris):

500g Powder tempera available: White (FO17000), Black (FO17001), Yellow (FO17002), Brilliant Red (FO17003), Cyan Blue (FO17004), Brilliant Blue (FO17005), Brilliant Green (FO17006), Leaf Green (FO17007) and Burnt Umber (FO17008).